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| On April 20,1997, at 1230 hours, a normally-closed, locked door that forms part of the pressure relieving
| boundary for a postulated high pressure coolant injection (HPCI) system turbine steam supply pipe break in the

HPCI turbine-pump room was found open. Upon discovery, the door was immediately closed, latched, and
i subscquently locked. The as-found condition of the door was such that it was not blocked open or otherwise
| prevented from closing or being closed.

Thn apparent cause of the door being open when it was required to be closed was human performance in that
the door was not closed and locked after a maintenance activity that was performed during the 1997 refueling
outzge. The door was removed as part of the maintenance activity. Coirective action taken included a thorough
walkdown of the plant configuration for a pipe break in the HPCI compartment. A multi-discipline team was
form:d to conduct a root cause analysis and identify corrective actions for problems involving control of
subcompartment boundaries that are modeled in the analyses performed for high energy pipe breaks outside4

i
primary containment. This report will be updated after the root cause analysis is completed.

Tho discovery occurred during reactor power operation with the reactor mode selector switch in the RUN
i position with the reactor power at 19 percent. The reactor pressure was approximately 950 psig with the reactor
| water at the saturation temperature for that pressure. The condition posed no threat to public health and safety.
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BACKGROUND

App:ndix O of the updated final safety analysis report (UFSAR) pertains to the analyses of the consequences of
high energy piping failures outside of primary containment. The appendix includes analysis assumptions,
analysis approach, structural loading analytical techniques, jet and fluid forces analytical techniques, and
d tailed analyses. Appendix 0 section O.3 defines high energy piping as piping containing fluid at a
t:mperature greater than 200 degree Fahrenheit coincident with a pressure greater than 275 psig during normal
op: ration. Appendix 0 section O.6.6.3 pertains to the detailed analysis of a high pressure coolant injection
(HPCI) system turbine steam supply piping failure in the HPCI turbine-pump room (compartment).

Tha HPCI compartment construction is concrete. The compartment is located inside the reactor building, below
grade, at elevation -17'. The compartment contains principal HPCI system components that include the HPCI
turbirie-pump and auxiliaries, turbine steam supply and exhaust piping, pump suction and discharge piping,
motor operated valves, and temperature switches. Some temperature switches are contained in ventilation
ducts that exhaust from the HPCI pump room into the adjacent reactor building 'B' quadrant. The ducts
tarminate at diffusera in the reactor building 'B' quadrant The switches are designed to detect a turbine steam
supply pipe break in the HPCI compartment and effect a pipe break alarm and isolation of valves MO-2301-4
and MO-2301-5 that are installed in the turbine steam supply piping. More temperature switches are located in
oth r areas containing HPCI turbine steam piping. Flow sensors are incHied in the HPCI turbine steam supply
piping inside primary containment and are connected to flow switches. The flow sensors / switches are also
d signed to detect a HPCI turbine steam supply pipe break and effect a pipe break alarm and isolation function.
Tho isolation of valve MO-2301-4 and/or MO-2301-5, however, is not sufficiently fast to prevent a relatively rapid
pressure increase in the HPCI compartment if a turbine steam supply pipe break occurs in the compartment.

In the event of a HPCI turbine steam supply pipe break inside the HPCI compartment, pressure relief is provided
by a relieving pathway that extends from the compartment. The pathway, approximating a vertical shaft,
ext:nds from the HPCI compartment to the auxiliary building area, above grade, at the 23' elevation. Blowout
pan:Is are part of the pressure relieving pathway. One blowout panelis located in the HPCI compartment
esiling area (-3' elevation), and the other blowout panel is located in the auxiliary building at the 23' elevation.
Moreover, a normally-closed, padlocked, flush, hollow steel door (number 9) forms a portion of the pressure
relieving pathway boundary. Door 9 is located in auxiliary bay 'B' at the -3' elevation. The door is right-hand
hinged and opens into the space that forms part of the pressure relieving pathway. Inside the door, the pathway
consists of the enclosed space and a cable-restrained steel plate (blowout panel) that is horizontally mounted
over the pressure relieving pathway opening in the concrete floor (-3' elevation). The door provides a means for
removing / installing certain equipment from/to the auxiliary bay 'B' (-3' elevation) and HPCI compartment (-17'
clavation) through the removable blowout panel located on the 23' elevation. The blowout panel at the -3'
clavation forms part of the reactor building (secondary containment) pressure boundary. The blowout panel at
the 23' elevation is outside the reactor building (secondary containment) pressure boundary.

i

The HPCI compartment is located adjacent to the reactor building quadrant 'B' that contains the residual heat
removal (RHR) system train 'B' pumps and train 'B' heat exchanger and the core spray system train 'B' pump.
The HPCI compartment is separated from the 'B' quadrant by a concrete wall that is equipped with a
normally-closed, hinged watertight door. The watertight door is used for normal access to the equipment in the
HPCI compartment.
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The auxiliary bay 'B' compartment, located immediately above the HPCI compartment, is constructed of
concrete and removable steel panels. The auxiliary bay 'B' compartment is located below grade, at the -3',

'

elevation. The auxiliary bay 'B' compartment is separated from the adjacent auxiliary bay 'A' compartment (at
j the -3' elevation) by a concrete block wall that is equipped with a normally-closed, hinged watertight door. The

watsrtight door is used for normal access to equipment located in the auxiliary bay 'B' area. Alternate auxiliary.

bay 'B' access can be accomplished through three means. One alternate means is through the blowout panel at,

"

ths 23' elevation, the vertical pathway below it, and through the normally-closed, locked door number 9. The
i padlock for door 9 is accessed from inside auxiliary bay 'B'. The second alternate means of access into auxiliary'

bay 'B'is a through a vertical escape shaft and emergency escape hatch. The e.vape shaft contains a fixed
ladder that extends from the HPCI pump room to the emergency escape hatch rat is located at the -3' elevation

: in auxiliary bay 'B'. The eser . hatch is equipped with a mechanism that can be manually operated only from
| inside the escape shaft. The escape hatch forms part of the secondary containment (reactor building) pressure
! boundary. Because the escape hatch forms a part of the secondary containment pressure boundary, the hatch

is maintained in a normally-closed position with the hatch mechanism closed. When the hatch mechanism is
closed, the emergency escape hatch can not be opened from auxiliary bay 'B'. The third attemate means of3

j access into auxiliary bay 'B' is from the HPCI compartment via a floor plug at the -3' elevation. The floor plug
forms part of the secondary containment pressure boundary. Because the floor plug forms part of the,

; secondary containment pressure boundary, the plug is maintained in the installed condition and is restrained
from removal by a bolted structural member in the HPCI compartment ceiling area. The floor plug weighs

i approximately 7000 pounds and can be removed if the plug is unbolted from the structural member.
i
'

EVENT DESCRIPTION

) On April 20,1997, at 1230 hours, door number 9 in the auxiliary bay 'B' (-3' elevation) was discovered open by
j the senior shift licensed operator (NWE) during a tour of auxiliary bay 'B'. Stacked wooden planking materials
; were noted to be stored inside the door, not on the blowout panel but on the concrete floor portion of the area

insida the door. Moreover, and due to the placement of the material inside the door, the door could be opened
for approximately 40 percent of the approximate 100 degree arc the door would describe if opened fully. Upon

j discovery, the operator closed and latched the door hasp. The lock for tha door was obtained, and the door was ,

| then locked closed. I

1
: Problem Report 97.9294 was written to document the discovery.

The discovery occurred with the reactor mode selector switch in the RUN position with the reactor power at 19
percent. The reactor pressure was approximately 950 psig with the reactor water at the saturation temperature-

for that pressure.

CAUSE

The apparent cause of door number 9 being open waen it was required to be closed was human performance in
that the door was not closed after a maintenance activity performed during the 1997 refueling outage that began
on February 15,1997. A lack of communication may have contributed to the error.
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l

3 The door was required to be closed when the reactor pressure was greater than 275 psig. The HPCI turbine
j was tested at approximately 130 psig on April 15,1997. The reactor pressure was later increased and was
-

approximately 250 psig at 0255 hours on April 16,1997. The reactor pressure was approximately 950 psig by
0700 hours on April 17,1997.

! As found, the door was neither numbered nor marked or otherwise identified as to its function. The door
i number (9) is identified on architectural drawing A7. The door, including the door frame, was removed during !

j ths 1997 refueling outage to enable the entry of new head channels of the reactor building closed cooling water l

j (RBCCW) and turbine building closed cooling water (TBCCW) systems heat exchangers and the removal of the )
head channels that were replaced. The head channels of the RBCCW system trains 'A' and 'B' heat
exchangers were replaced during the refueling outage.,

!
1 The RBCCW system train 'B' heat exchanger and TBCCW system train 'B' heat exchanger are located in

auxiliary bay 'B'. The RBCCW heat exchangers head channels are relatively large, approximating a flat circular
plate with a diameter of approximately five feet. The TBCCW heat exchangers head channels are similar but,

i are smaller in diameter. The vertical pathway from the 23' elevation in the auxiliary building was used for the
i entry of the new RBCCW heat exchangers'A' and 'B' head channels and the removal of the former head
| channels. The 23' elevation blowout panel was removed and door 9 was unlocked and opened for the head j

channel replacement. The door and door frame were removed as part of a maintenance request '

(MR 19602272). The removal of the door and door frame was necessary to accommodate the entry and
removal of the head channels. Procedure 1.5.20, " Maintenance Request," governs the performance of
maintenance. The procedure includes a requirement for a work plan for work to be performed. The work plan
for the maintenance request included the provision for removing the door and door frame, re-installing the doori

! and door frame, and post work testing. The post work test included the ability of the door to freely close, and
engagement with the door locking hasp. The post work test was completed satisfactorily, and MR 19602272
was closed on April 9,1997, prior to reactor startup. The work plan did not include a step to close or lock door 9
in the closed position. The door was painted prior to its re-installation. During previous power operation, and
prior to its removal, the door was affixed with a placard indicating, "NWE Permission Required Prior to Opening."
The placard was not found attached to the (painted) door after the door was re-installed.

The head channel of the TBCCW system train 'A' heat exchanger was riot replaced during the 1997 refueling
outage, its replacement was postponed. The work activities for the replacement of the RBCCW and TBCCW
systems heat exchangers were controlled by several maintenance supervisors. A lack of communications
between the supervisors may have contributed to losing track of the door status (normally-closed and locked).

The wood inside door 9 was intentionally left in the room to facilitate future work activities for the replacement of
the head channel of the TBCCW system train 'A' heat exchanger. The wood was stacked on the concrete floor
portion of the room inside the door, not stacked on the blowout panel, and did not hinder the closing of the door.
The wood is fire resistant and was evaluated with acceptable results for combustible loading and seismic
considerations for storage in the room.

Procedure 1.3.10 (currently rev. 23), " Key Control," establishes the administrative controls for keys. The
precedure categorizes keys by functional areas consisting of operations, protective services (security),
radiological (radiation protection), and the warehouse. The lock for door 9 can be unlocked by either of two keys
(CR-B and CR-C) that are controlled by the Operations Department. The 1997 refueling outage began on
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|

February 15,1997. At the end of the 1997 refueling outage, reactor criticality was achieved on l
April 11,1997. From the beginning of the refueling outage up to April 20,1997, the operations key log indicates
that key CR-B (master key A709) was signed out and retumed on February 15,1997, and March 26,1997. In
anticipation of having to unlock the normally-closed, locked door, a maintenance worker signed out the key
b fore proceeding to auxiliary bay 'B' on March 26,1997. The door was not locked, and the worker

i
subs:quently retumed the key on March 26,1997. Based on the operations key log, key CR-C, also a master ;

key (A700) that can unlock door 9, was not used during the February 15,1997, to April 20,1997, time frame. I

The root cause of door 9 being open when it was required to be closed had not been identified when this report |
was submitted. A multi-discipline analysis team was formed when this report prepared. The focus of the team is
to id:ntify the root cause of problem reports that describe a problem with components such as a door, panel
(blowout panel), or plug (floor plug) that are modeled in analyses for a high energy pipe break outside primary
containment. The root cause analysis is expected to identify additional corrective actions. When this report was |
pr: pared, the root cause analysis was expected to be completed by early July 1997. This report will be |

supplemented after the completion of the root cause analysis. Therefore, the supplement to this report, ;

including additional corrective actions taken, to be taken, or planned, is expected to be submitted by !
July 30,1997. '

CORRECTIVE ACTION

Imm diate corrective action taken was to close and latch the hasp of door 9. The lock for the door was then
obtained, and the door was subsequently locked closed.

|
A thorough walkdown was conducted of the model for a HPCI turbine steam pipe break in the HPCI
compartment. The modelincludes the flow path between the various compartments that comprise the model.
Tha walkdown was completed on May 13,1997, with satisfactory results. The as-found configuration of the flow
path was consistent with the model.

Door 9 was marked (stenciled) with its identification number and instructions / cautions regarding controls for the
door.

SAFETY CONSEQUENCES

The condition posed no threat tr public health and safety.

Door 9 forms part of the pressure relieving pathway boundary if a HPCI turbine steam supply pipe break occurs
| in the HPCI compartment. A HPCI turbine steam supply pipe break did not occur in the HPCI compartment

while the door was open. Door 9 is hinged, constructed of steel, swings freely, and opens into the room (at the
-3' clevation in auxiliary bay 'B') that is part of the pressure relieving pathway. When the door was discovered
open, the door could not be fully opened because the wood materials inside the door were on the concrete floor
portion of the room, not on the blowout panelin the room. The materials were intentionally left in the room for
the future replacement of the head channel of the TBCCW system train 'A' heat exchanger and were evaluated
with acceptable results for combustible loading and seismic considerations. The door was not blocked open or
oth:rwise prevented from closing or being closed.

|
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If a HPCI turbine steam supply pipe break were to have occurred while the door was in the as-found open
condition, the resulting pressure increase (pulse) would most likely have been relieved through the activation
(lifting) of the blowout panel (-3' elevation) and through the blowout panel on the 23' elevation in the auxiliary
building. From the auxi|iary building 23' elevation, the pressure (pulse) would have been relieved, as designed,
to the extemal atmosphere through the structural failure of the roll-up type steel door near the 23' elevation
blowout panel. The pressure increase (pulse), moreover, would most likely have resulted in the closing of
door 9 because the door swings freely, was not blocked open or otherwise prevented from closing or being
closed. If the pressure increase (pulse), however, were not to have resulted in the closing of the door, at least

i
some of the pressure increase (pulse) and steam would have been able to enter the auxiliary bay 'B'. '

Auxiliary bay 'B' contains safety-related equipment that includes 480 volt motor control center (MCC) B14,
altemate shut down panel C151, reactor building closed cooling water (RBCCW) system train 'B' pumps and
hsat exchanger, RBCCW train 'B' heat exchanger cooling water (SSW) outlet valve MO-3806 and flow
transmitter FT-6241, RBCCW train 'B' header piping and valves MO-4009A/B, RBCCW train 'B' header pressure
transmitter / switch PT-4008/PS-4008, HPCI valves MO-2301-6 and MO-2301-15, HPCI pump suction pressure
switches PS-2390A/B, reactor core isolation cooling (RCIC) system valve MO-1301-22, and level transmitters
LT-4677 and LT-4678 that monitor the water level in the fire water storage tanks 'A' and 'B'.

The altemate shut down panel C151 and 480 volt MCC-B14 are located in the immediate area of door 9. The
blowout panel at the -3' elevation is attached to adjacent structural members by two heavy duty steel cables.
The cables are long enough to enable the panel to activate (lift) for the pressure relieving function but are short
enough to prevent the panel from becoming an unrestrained projectile and, thereby, result in or cause
mechanical failure or damage to the pressure relieving pathway, alternate shut down panel C151, or MCC-B14.

The altemate shut down panel C151 is located in auxiliary bay 'B', is normally-disabled in accordance with
design, and when enabled, controls the RBCCW train 'B' pumps (P-202D/E/F) and SSW train 'B' pumps
(P-208D/E).

MCC-B14 is located in auxiliary bay 'B' and powers safety-related equipment including the:

125 vdc 'B' battery chargere

250 vde normal battery chargere

Battery room 'B' exhaust fane

Standby gas treatment system (SGTS) train 'B' fan and heaters.

Control room high efficiency air filtration system (CRHEAFS) train 'B' inlet air heater.

SSW system train 'B' pumps (P-208D/E)e

RBCCW system train 'B' pumps (P-202D/E/F), train 'B' heat exchanger (E-2098) and related cooling watere

(SSW) outlet valve MO-3806

NRc FORM 366A (4-95)
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Turbine building closed cooling water (TBCCW) train 'B' heat exchanger and related cooling water (SSW)e
|

outlet valve MO-3805

Emergency diesel generator 'B' fuel transfer pump (P-1418).
i

l
I

HPCI turbine steam exhaust vacuum breaker MO-2301-34 that is normally-open le

|
The RBCCW train 'B' heat exchanger (E-2098) and related cooling water (SSW) outlet valve (MO-3806) and {
SSW flow transmitter (FT-6241) are located in auxiliary bay 'B'. Valve MO-3806 is normally open and is !
designed to open automatically to the full-open position. Flow trncmitter FT-6241 functions to monitor SSW ;

flow to heat exchanger E-2098 and provides signals for flow indication in the main control room.
i |

| The TBCCW train 'B' heat exchanger (E-122B) and related cooling water (SSW) outlet valve (MO-3805) are
located in auxiliary bay 'B'. Valve MO-3805 is normally open and is designed to throttle automatically to a
pre-set posTon (approximately 10 percent open).

,

i

| The RBCCW train 'B' pressure transmitter / switch PT-4008/PS-4008 are located in auxiliary bay 'B'. The
pressure transmitter functions to monitor the RBCCW train 'B' header pressure and provides header pressure
indication in the main control room (panel C-1). The pressure switch functions to monitor the RBCCW train 'B'
header pressure and provides a signal (s) to the time delay circuitry that initiates an automatic start signal to the
RBCCW train 'B' pump (s) if a low header pressure condition occurs.

The RBCCW valves MO-4009A/B are located in auxiliary bay 'B'. Valve MO-4009A is normally-open and is
installed in the RBCCW piping that provides cooling water to nonsafety-related equipment. Valve MO-4009B is
normally-open and is installed in the RBCCW train 'B' heat exchanger retum header piping.

The HPCI pump suction pressure switches PS-2390A/B are located in auxiliary bay 'B'. The pressure switches
monitor the HPCI pump suction pressure from the condensate storage tanks. The condensate storage tanks,

| (CSTs) are the primary source of water for the pumps in the HPCI and RCIC systems. The switches are part of

| the circuitry that functions to open the normally-closed HPCI pump suction valves MO-2301-35 and MO-2301-36
I that are installed in the HPCI pump suction piping from the suppression pool. The suppression poolis the
) backup source of water for the pumps in the HPCI and RCIC systems.
|

The HPCI system valves MO-2301-6 and MO-2301-15 are located in auxiliary bay 'B'. Valve MO-2301-6 is
normally-open and is part of the pump suction piping from the CSTs. Valve MO-2301-15 is normally-closed and
is part of the pump flow test return piping to the CSTs.

The RCIC valve MO-1301-22 is located in auxiliary bay 'B'. The valve is normally-open and is part of the pump
suction piping from the CSTs.

,

:
i

4
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Level transmitters LT-4677 and LT-4678 are located in auxiliary bay 'B'. The transmitters monitor the water level
! in fire water storage tanks 'A' and 'B', respectively. The transmitters provide signals for alarm and level

indication in the main control room.

If door 9 were to have been in the as-found open condition and a HPCI turbine steam supply pipe break were to
have occurred and door 9 were not to fully close due to a pressure increase (pulse), the environment and,
consequently, the operability of the above noted equipment either located in auxiliary bay 'B' or controlled or
pow: red by the equipment in auxiliary bay 'B' could have been affected. The environment and operability of |

equipment in auxiliary bay 'A', however, would not be affected because of the watertight door that separates I

auxiliary bays 'A' and 'B. The watertight door is clearly marked and is routinely used for access to equipment
located in auxiliary bay 'B' that is checked in accordance with procedure 2.1.16, " Nuclear Power Plant Operator
Tour." The watertight door between the HPCI compartment and reactor building quadrant 'B' is clearly marked

| and is also routinely used for access to equipment in the HPCI compartment that is checked in accordance with
! procedure 2.1.16.

The structuralintegrity of the HPCI compartment and secondary containment portion of the auxiliary building
would have been maintained if door 9 was in the as-found open condition because door 9 would rapidly close
and the resulting pressure in auxiliary bay 'B' would be less than the capacity of the block walls separating

| auxiliary bays 'A' and 'B'. Therefore, the blowout panel on the 23' elevation would activate (lift) for the pressure
relieving function.

| Exc pt for the fire water storage tanks level transmitters, the HPCI and RCIC systems components located in
| auxiliary bay 'B', and the equipment controlled or powered (MCC-B14) from components in auxiliary bay 'B, the
i train 'A' components and the equipment controlled or powered (MCC-B15) from those components in auxiliary
I bay 'A' are functionally redundant to train 'B' components and equipment.

| The core standby cooling systems _(CSCS) consist of the HPCI system, automatic depressurization system
| (ADS), core spray system, and the residual heat removal (RHR) system low pressure coolant injection (LPCI)
! mode. Although not part of the CSCS, the RCIC system is designed to provide high pressure core cooling

similar to the HPCI system. The ADS is designed to depressurize the reactor vessel for low pressure core
cooling provided independently by the core spray system and RHR system LPCI mode. Therefore, if the RCIC

,

| system were to be inoperable and a HPCI turbine steam supply pipe break were to occur, or if the RCIC system
| were to become inoperable due to a HPCI turbine steam supply pipe break and potential effects in the auxiliary
| bay 'B', the ADS is designed to depressurize the reactor vessel for low pressure core cooling by the core spray
! and/or RHR system LPCI mode.

This report is submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73(a)(2)(ii)(B) because door 9, although not blocked open
or otherwise prevented from closing or being closed, was open. The door is assumed to be closed in the
UFSAR appendix 0 analysis performed for a HPCI turbine steam supply piping failure in the HPCI compartment.

'

SIMILARITY TO PREVIOUS EVENTS

A review was conducted of Pilgrim Station LERs submitted since 1984. The review focused on LERs that
involved postulated high energy pipe breaks outside primary containment. The review identified no previous
similar events.'
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TEXT CONTINUATION

FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) | LER NUMBER (6) PAGE (3)
| SEQUENTIAL REVISION
I YEAR NUMBER NUMBER

PlLGRIM NUCLEAR POWER STATION N 293
| 97 010 00 9 of 9

I
TEXT (if more space is required, use additional copes of NRC Form 366A) (17)

ENERGY INDUSTRY IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM (Ells) CODES

| Ths Ells codes for this report are as follows:
|

COMPONENTS CODES
1

| Door DR I
Pansi PL I

,

1

| SYSTEMS
1

Auxiliary building NF
High pressure coolan't injection system BJ

|
|
|

| |

| /
f

#
.,
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I
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i

, ,

i

|

|
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!
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